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GenyChat: Please begin making your introductions and share your links! The special guest host tonight is 
YOU. What are your questions? #genychat 

rblake: RT @GenyChat: Alright everyone! We're about to begin #genychat. Please hop into TweetChat or 
save the #genychat column 

THO_R: RT @ChatSchedule: 10 minutes until #GenYChat starts - RT if you'll be here 

Animal: #GenYChat Do GenYers realize that the main diff between them and older people is that they are 
young not that they are GenY? 

rblake: @Animal I think some of them think differently too. Isn't that definition of generations as well? 
#genychat 

ComeRecommended: Hi everyone! Katie here tweeting for Come Recommended. Has everyone read 
this?http://tcrn.ch/9xpD0g #genychat 

WriterChanelle: @Animal We definitely realize that. Does The New York Times understand that? Not so much. 
#GenYChat 

TheKrayze1: James here...career seeker! connect with me on LinkedIn http://linkd.in/cZwaA2 #genychat 

Animal: #GenYChat @rblake I've heard all the stuff about how they think diff. The main issue is just being 
young, powerless, free of responsibility 

WriterChanelle: Welcome to #genychat all, Chanelle here. Founder and co-host. 

peterfromottawa: HI #GenYChat - it's been a while... i'm between internet service providers! stoked to be back! 

rblake: @animal I'm young, powerless, but I have a lot of responsibility - not sure where you are getting 



that from. #genychat 

WriterChanelle: First, I'd like to say how utterly happy I am that all of the miners have been rescued! #genychat 

sagourd: RT @rblake: RT @GenyChat: Alright everyone! We're about to begin #genychat. Please hop into 
TweetChat or save the #genychat column 

WriterChanelle: @ComeRecommended Hey Katie! Yup I read it. #genychat 

Animal: @rblake RU married with kids and a mortgage? #GenYChat 

marciamarcia: Yes! RT @WriterChanelle First, I'd like to say how utterly happy I am that all of the miners have 
been rescued! #genychat 

ArrowsWithSoul: Yes! Hi all, Yas here RT @WriterChanelle: First, I'd like to say how utterly happy I am that all of 
the miners have been rescued! #genychat 

RefinanceDeals: @rblake RU married with kids and a mortgage? #GenYChat #TWITT #YYZ 

rblake: Amen! I am as well! RT @WriterChanelle: First, I'd like to say how utterly happy I am that all of 
the miners have been rescued! #genychat 

RefinanceDeals: @rblake RU married with kids and a mortgage? #GenYChat #TWITT #YYZ #USA 

WriterChanelle: @Animal I really think that's the problem. Powerless implies we have no power at all to make 
anything happen. I disagree. #GenYChat 

TheKrayze1: Amen.. RT @WriterChanelle: @ComeRecommended Hey Katie! Yup I read it. #genychat 

rblake: @RefinanceDeals Does not being married, with kids and a mortgage void me of all responsibility? I 
think not. #genychat 

WriterChanelle: @Animal Almost everything that is written about GenY is so skewed that it forgets that older gens 
were where we are now #GenYChat 

Animal: @WriterChanelle When you're 23 you don't have a senior role anywhere except in youth 
organizations #GeNYChat that's what I mean 

peterfromottawa: Wait - what was Q1? #genychat 

Animal: @WriterChanelle eg U can't be a doctor b4 U get credentialed #GenYChat 

GenyChat: @animal Except I'm 26 and still a GenYer. I resent the generalizations they make about us. 
#GeNYChat 

DListRecruiter: I want to know why GenY leaches off their parents and refuse to grow a set and move out. Can 
anyone comment? #GenYChat 

AvidCareerist: @Animal hasn't seen Social Network. Gen Y can do amazing things. #genychat 

TheKrayze1: Amen and Amen RT @WriterChanelle: First, I'd like to say how utterly happy I am that all of the 
miners have been rescued! #genychat 

WriterChanelle: @animal I don't think anyone among us wants to be anything before we have the experience behind 
us. That's a stereotype they make #GenYChat 

Animal: @WriterChanelle #GenYChat That's my point. The articles claim you're way diff. Not true. 

peterfromottawa: that's a pretty harsh generalization @DListRecruiter... #genYchat 



WriterChanelle: @animal And these inaccurate statements are made about all of GenY when...let's get down to 
it....who raised them to be spoiled? #GenYChat 

THO_R: @DListRecruiter Moving out for moving out's sake can sometimes be a foolish move. #genychat 

ArrowsWithSoul: @Animal responsibilities differ across ppl but we ALL have responsibilities #genychat 

Animal: @WriterChanelle I think most young people are impatient. Why not? #GenYChat 

WriterChanelle: @animal All of these kids who grew up getting and expecting cars and school paid for them...that 
wasn't me. I didn't have that. #GenYChat 

ComeRecommended: @DListRecruiter For many Gen Yers, it's tough to find a job & move out right after college b/c of 
little opp or high competition #genychat 

WriterChanelle: @animal And, there are plenty of others out there like me who didn't get everything they asked for 
in life. #GenYChat 

DListRecruiter: Why is it cool now adays to be in your 20's and 30's and still living at home ? PATHETIC. Go get 
married, get a home, n have kids #GenYChat 

WriterChanelle: @animal We're impatient because we're used to fast-paced lives. I think GenX'ers and Boomers are 
just as impatient. #GenYChat 

ArrowsWithSoul: If we move out, will it make things better? RT @DListRecruiter: y GenY leaches off parents n 
refuse to grow a set and move out. #GenYChat 

Animal: @WriterChanelle GenY is people from middle class families w parents who went to university. 
Maybe your family is on the way up #GenYChat 

peterfromottawa: Marrige and Kids isn't on everyone's priority list... that's such a terrible generalization #GenYChat 

THO_R: @DListRecruiter Many in Gen Y already have a mortgage: student loan payments. #genychat 

Animal: @WriterChanelle #GenYChat That wd make U a special subset of GenY not the standard issue 

WriterChanelle: @ArrowsWithSoul Hey Yas! Good morning to you. Lol. (so weird for me to say right now...LOL) 
#genychat 

AvidCareerist: Some parents encourage and facilitate dependence, some independence. #genychat 

DListRecruiter: Keep telling yourself that- thats all I have to say. If that makes you feel better #GenYChat 

Animal: @WriterChanelle What does fast paced mean? #GenYChat - Ignore me if I'm off topic. Its okay w 
me 

rblake: AMEN! RT @peterfromottawa: Marrige and Kids isn't on everyone's priority list... that's such a 
terrible generalization #GenYChat 

ComeRecommended: True. Student loans outweigh credit card debt RT @THO_R: @DListRecruiter Many Gen Y already 
have a mortgage: student loan payments #genychat 

WriterChanelle: @animal It's an open forum...you're good. Well, there's also a subset of blondes who aren't dumb. 
#GenYChat 

ArrowsWithSoul: Likewise gd evening! Lol! RT @WriterChanelle: @ArrowsWithSoul Hey Yas! Good morning 2 
you.(so weird for me to say right now...LOL) #genychat 

Animal: UR wrong @peterfromottawa marriage and kids R what make people act older #GenYChat 



WriterChanelle: @animal There's a subset of women who are great in science and math. There's a subset of black 
people who are literate. #GenYChat 

DListRecruiter: Don't forget - when the left one runs out switch to the right one to get some more #GenYChat 

WriterChanelle: @animal I don't think it's fair to characterize GenY the way that it's been happening just because 
we're not a protected group #GenYChat 

peterfromottawa: @animal - what about DINK families? and professionals who don't find that 'priority' until they're 
40+???? #GenYChat 

Animal: @WriterChanelle #GenYChat Albinos are human but not many humans are albinos. Not many 
GenY R from poor families 

RefinanceDeals: @DListRecruiter Many in Gen Y already have a mortgage: student loan payments. 
#genychat#TWITT #NYC 

ArrowsWithSoul: @DListRecruiter not a linear world now to hv career by 25, 2 wives 3 kids 2 dogs by 35.anything 
can happen anytime today. #genychat 

Animal: @grumpywienerdog #GenYChat If UR a boomer w/out kids UR going to have a fair bit in common 
w GenY b/c of your social situation 

WriterChanelle: @animal Which GenY are you talking about? The 60% Caucasian GenY or the 40% Black, 
Hispanic, Asian, etc... GenY? #GenYChat 

ArrowsWithSoul: @DListRecruiter gen y has to live in this non linearity n own it in our own way #genychat 

DListRecruiter: I have a cousin who lives @ home @35.She is Bipolar n crazy in her head. She at least has an 
excuse. What is everyone elses prob? #GenYChat 

Animal: @WriterChanelle #GenYChat GenY as we know it is not a group of any young people. It's a 
particular social group 

WriterChanelle: @grumpywienerdog Exactly. These are unfair assumptions being made for the sake of controversy 
and pageviews. #genychat 

Animal: @WriterChanelle #GenYChat - The GenY of popular discussion are the kids of middle class people 
with post-secondary education 

ComeRecommended: @DListRecruiter Although some ppl move back home for a year or two, I know plenty of GenYers 
that have moved out on their own #genychat 

RefinanceDeals: @DListRecruiter Many in Gen Y already have a mortgage: student loan payments. 
#genychat#TWITT #NYC #USA 

peterfromottawa: Trying to define maturity by a legal contract and conception is ridiculous... #GenYChat 

WriterChanelle: @animal And guess who that leaves out? A whooooooole lotta GenY that doesn't fit their 
characterizations #GenYChat 

Animal: @grumpywienerdog #GenYChat - what is your point dear. I missed it 

TheKrayze1: @peterfromottawa I somewhat agree. maturity is gained by life experiences #GenYChat 

TheKrayze1: I've had a few experiences in my early 20's that forced me to start acting like an adult really quickly. 
#GenYChat 

Animal: @WriterChanelle You're right Chanelle. A lof of young people are not "GenY" #GenYChat 



Animal: @WriterChanelle #GenYChat Just like in 1972 Nixon won by a landslide even tho that was the 1st 
election 18yr olds cd vote in 

peterfromottawa: I just don't know a lot of people who have marriage/kids as a life goal #GenYChat 

PixerLated: I moved 1000 mi from anyone I knew. RT @DListRecruiter I know plenty of GenYers that have 
moved out on their own #genychat 

Animal: @WriterChanelle if young voters were the people who were written about in the papers Nixon wd 
have gotten no votes from them #GenYChat 

Animal: @peterfromottawa U will #GenYChat 

WriterChanelle: @animal And there was a Generation Gap in the 60's too. From what I've read people hated the 
accusations http://bit.ly/9Ib7mC #genychat 

ComeRecommended: @PixerLated Exactly. It's not fair to generalize that all Gen Yers are "boomerang kids" #genychat 

DListRecruiter: Why am I here? #GenYChat 

ArrowsWithSoul: @Animal we gen y's r very varied. not all neg/pos generalizatns can b applied 2 evry1 else. 
#genychat 

WriterChanelle: LOL. What?! RT @DListRecruiter: I want to know why GenY leaches off their parents and refuse 
to grow a set and move out. #GenYChat 

Animal: @grumpywienerdog #GenYChat I also answered that question. A lot of mid-age people who don't 
have kids are like younger people #GenYChat 

DListRecruiter: So who has it right? The Boomers or everyone else? #GenYChat 

THO_R: Buzzing around in my head today: Is FB/Twitter use at work today's equivalent of the 2 martini 
lunch? #genychat 

Animal: @ArrowsWithSoul #GenYChat I havent said anything negative tonite 

PixerLated: @ComeRecommended Yes, I have paid for my own car ins etc since I was 15.5. I worked 35hrs /wk 
in Highschool #genychat 

WriterChanelle: @DListRecruiter You know the jobless rate among 18-34 is 39%? The highest in decades. 
#GenYChat 

peterfromottawa: @animal - actually, I won't... #GenYChat 

WriterChanelle: @DListRecruiter But, there are plenty GenY who are married and living on their own. #GenYChat 

ComeRecommended: @PixerLated Totally understand. I worked throughout high school as well & paid for my own car at 
18. #genychat 

Animal: I like the @DListRecruiter #GenYChat - RT Why am I here? 

PixerLated: Ill take the Maritni RT @THO_R: Buzzing arnd in my head 2day: Is FB/Twitter use at work 2day's 
equivalent of the 2 martini lunch? #genychat 

peterfromottawa: Didn't the boomers also think that they're parents were full of crap? #GenYChat 

Animal: @peterfromottawa I'm pretty sure you will. No matter what your orientation #genychat 

WriterChanelle: @animal Hmmmm....you're driving at something. #GenYChat 



Animal: @WriterChanelle There was a real Gen Gap in the 60s. Not now IMHO. And people revelled in the 
idea. #GenYChat 

WriterChanelle: ! RT @ComeRecommended For many GenY it's tough to find a job & move out right after college 
b/c of little opp or high competition #genychat 

rblake: @Animal Are you saying marketing 10 years ago isn't way different then now? Is that not a 
generation issue? Cell vs. internet? #genychat 

Animal: @grumpywienerdog U have more discretionary income. U have more free time. U have a freer life 
#GenYChat 

Data_Diva: Trying to catch what the topic is -- don't know yet but interesting comments so far #GenYChat 

ActiveIngreds: RT @peterfromottawa: Trying to define maturity by a legal contract and conception is ridiculous... 
#GenYChat 

ArrowsWithSoul: Or positive ;) RT @Animal: @ArrowsWithSoul #GenYChat I havent said anything negative tonite 

Animal: @rblake I love the net and I still marvel at it. It's creating changes but I don't know how diff 
people's psychology is bc of it #GenYChat 

AvidCareerist: Boomers could expect to buy a car and a house in a safe neighborhood on one blue collar income. 
Their kids can't. Shame. #genychat 

WriterChanelle: @DListRecruiter Why so bitter? #GenYChat 

Animal: @rblake I think young people have the oppty 2B way better informed that anyone ever b4 but 
they're probably not #GenYchat 

GenyChat: @Data_Diva It's an open forum tonight. Ask anything. Respond to everything. Lol #GenYChat 

2moroDocs: @WriterChanelle @ComeRecommended Curious. Is GenY living at home during college? Aren't 
ppl already on their own? #genychat 

ComeRecommended: RT @AvidCareerist: Boomers could expect to buy a car and a house in a safe neighborhood on one 
blue collar income. Their kids cant #genychat 

AFaquir: #genychat why is @animal here? 

Animal: @rblake #GenYChat talking on the phone on a bus doesn't make you different 

ArrowsWithSoul: Yes I wanna know too RT @WriterChanelle: @DListRecruiter Why so bitter? #GenYChat 

WriterChanelle: A bunch of broke kids on the streets RT @ArrowsWithSoul: If we move out, will it make things 
better? RT @DListRecruiter: #GenYChat 

Animal: @ArrowsWithSoul Are we obligated to praise or condemn? #GenYChat. Isn't that a silly idea? 

ActiveIngreds: hi guys -just joining for the first time - have been wanting to for a long time! #genychat 

Animal: @grumpywienerdog Did I say there was dear? #GenYChat UR making stuff up 

WriterChanelle: @2moroDocs They're referring to the boomerang kids who come home after college but don't move 
out (for a while) #genychat 

ComeRecommended: @2moroDocs Some are. Others living off student loans/parent's help at college, or living off the 
meager income they can make there #genychat 

Animal: @AFaquir I'm ready to leave. Said my piece. I didn't know it was restricted. #GenYChat So long 



Andy 

AFaquir: @WriterChanelle @ArrowsWithSoul @DListRecruiter of course it won't make things better... But 
it won't make it worse! #GenYChat 

rblake: @Animal Switching to a completely new means of comm. is a generation issue - how can you 
defend your logic? SM vs. Email etc.... #genychat 

THO_R: @AvidCareerist And many Gen Yers were raised in 2 income households and might not have 
enjoyed it. #genychat 

ArrowsWithSoul: Uhhuh what I was driving at RT @WriterChanelle: A bunch of broke kids on the streets RT 
@ArrowsWithSoul: RT @DListRecruiter: #GenYChat 

Animal: @rblake #Genychat Speed of mail is enjoyable but I don't think it changed people. That's what we're 
talking about 

AvidCareerist: My mom worked. Both of my brothers wanted their wives to be home with their kids. I liked that 
my mom worked. #genychat 

AFaquir: @Animal no stay... I love your approach... I believe us young punks should be 
challenged...#genychat 

Animal: @rblake I think the ability of an individual to establish a presence online is a radical change 
#genychat but it's rare. 

WriterChanelle: @animal P.S. Fast-paced means we get the answer instantly. Where is someone? We call their cell. 
What is X? Google it. #genychat 

Animal: @grumpywienerdog UR putting words in my mouth. I didn't imply in any way that there was 
anything wrong w your lifestyle #GenYChat 

WriterChanelle: yup RT @peterfromottawa: Marrige and Kids isn't on everyone's priority list... that's such a terrible 
generalization #GenYChat 

WriterChanelle: $70,000 of it right here. RT @THO_R: @DListRecruiter Many in Gen Y already have a mortgage: 
student loan payments. #genychat 

AFaquir: @AvidCareerist my mom too... I don't think she knew another way! #genychat 

Animal: @WriterChanelle And what's the significance of that? #genychat 

THO_R: @WriterChanelle We text, tweet or check foursquare to find someone these days ;) #genychat 

carol_phillips: #genychat A question I get a lot is whether the Recession will have a lasting impact on Gen Y habits 
and psyche. What do you think? 

rblake: @Animal Yes and 10 years ago - You wouldn't of even thought about it. GenY changed that. Thus, 
a generation issue. #genychat 

AvidCareerist: Perhaps the message is that we have an incredible amount of choice with our lives and that is a 
HUGE challenge. #genychat 

ArrowsWithSoul: Agree but what's the point u're makin here RT @Animal: @ArrowsWithSoul r we obligated 2 praise 
or condemn? #GenYChat. Isnt tt a silly idea? 

WriterChanelle: @animal Lol...you're trying to get me to say it makes us want what we want when we want it. I 
disagree. #genychat 

Animal: Thinking psychedelic drugs are ok was a radical generational change. So was thinking pre marital 



sex is okay. Women's lib etc #Genychat 

WriterChanelle: @animal It makes us want what is already out there and can quickly find the answer to. #genychat 

DListRecruiter: Why is animal always everyones punching bag? #genychat 

Animal: @WriterChanelle U don't know what I'm thinking #GenYChat #true 

jsheldonus: @carol_phillips my answer: yes. They will have not been handed as much as those previous. 
"Earned it" sooner. #genychat 

WriterChanelle: @animal What do you always do on your show when people don't give you the answer you want 
right away? GET TO THE POINT!!!! #genychat 

Animal: @ArrowsWithSoul GenY is diff from others bc it is young not bc it is GenY (a historical 
sociological group) #genychat 

WriterChanelle: @animal Hehe....maybe, maybe not #GenYChat #true 

Animal: @WriterChanelle isnt that good? #genychat I stated my point at the start. Now we are examining it 

WriterChanelle: Exactly. RT @THO_R: @WriterChanelle We text, tweet or check foursquare to find someone these 
days ;) #genychat 

AFaquir: For all those engaging @animal his pov is he doesn't believe in incremental change... #genychat 

Animal: @WriterChanelle I think I'm done. Thanks for the fun. #GenYChat 

WriterChanelle: @animal I was a philosophy major, sir. Critical thinking is my thing. #genychat 

ActiveIngreds: quite the entertainment! #genychat 

Animal: @AFaquir Now I have to reply. I do believe that GenY is a good example of incremental change 
#GenYChat 

WriterChanelle: @animal LOL....boooooo. Thanks for dropping by! #GenYChat 

ArrowsWithSoul: @carol_phillips hi carol! Yes to impact of recession on Y's. It has become part of our cultural ethos 
#genychat 

Animal: @AFaquir Big changes happened pre-GenY. They are just carrying them forward in a normal way 
#GenYChat 

Animal: @WriterChanelle I'm sure you're better at it than me #Genychat 

rblake: I think it's a healthy discussion. I'm enjoying the chat with @animal - despite him bashing my 
appearance in my blog early on #genychat :) 

AvidCareerist: Challenge for parents: Teach your kids "how" to adapt, not "what" to do. #genychat 

ActiveIngreds: I must agree RT @Animal: @AFaquir Big changes happened pre-GenY. They are just carrying 
them forward in a normal way #genychat 

ActiveIngreds: big changes happen with each generation, so dont think genY is any different really #genychat 

AFaquir: @animal agreed... #GenYChat 

Animal: @rblake did I? I don't even know your blog #GenyChat but I'm friends w your boss 

ActiveIngreds: the one thing I do wonder is if each successive gen will get to its boiling point sooner #genychat 



WriterChanelle: @grumpywienerdog Indeed. It's my major reason for not using it. Besides the fact that I don't really 
go anywhere. LOL #genychat 

THO_R: @carol_phillips When big financial companies can crumble, perhaps Gen Y thinks it better to start 
own biz ventures #genychat 

WriterChanelle: @animal Awww....thanks #Genychat 

Data_Diva: Recession and job changes have done a number on the psyche of Boomers too 
#justsayin#GenYChat 

Animal: @rblake maybe I did and I 4get but so what. Maybe I said something worthwhile and maybe not 
#genychat 

DListRecruiter: I just think that parents are letting their kids free load off them and this started as of 2000- b4 the 
economy going south #genychat 

ActiveIngreds: RT @Data_Diva: Recession and job changes have done a number on the psyche of Boomers too 
#justsayin #genychat 

THO_R: @grumpyweinerdog Any good thief will check if my car is in the driveway before relying on 
Foursquare ;) #genychat 

Animal: I have to salute @jon_hyland and @Afaquir 4 coming on my show. I extend an invitation to others 
in your group @WriterChannelle #genychat 

rblake: @Animal I blog @ b4j's blog. You said something about my braces :D You seem more sane tonight 
though. I appreciate it. #genychat 

WriterChanelle: @PixerLated 1000 miles?? What led you to move? #genychat 

Animal: @WriterChanelle if they have something relevant 4 my audience #genychat 

ActiveIngreds: do you think each gen is lazier than the previous one? #genychat 

TheKrayze1: Wish my parents would learn that. RT @AvidCareerist: Challenge for parents: Teach your kids 
"how" to adapt, not "what" to do. #genychat 

Data_Diva: We Boomers have had to adapt as well. Admittedly experience has helped "some" of us. Some of us 
seen as "too old" tho #GenYChat 

oppsproject: so late to #genychat- what's the Q? #genychat 

WriterChanelle: @animal Missed that. If who does? #genychat 

ComeRecommended: @oppsproject Open forum. Ask ?'s and answer ?'s #genychat 

ActiveIngreds: RT @AvidCareerist: Challenge for parents: Teach your kids "how" to adapt, not "what" to do. 
#genychat 

ActiveIngreds: @oppsproject open forum #genychat 

KatieMcManners: .@peterfromottawa doesn't EVERY generation think their parents were full of crap? #GenYChat 

GenyChat: @oppsproject No one question in particular. Just toss out any question or go back and respond to 
folks #genychat #genychat 

ArrowsWithSoul: @DListRecruiter I wish those kids were here now sharing their perspectives. #genychat 

ActiveIngreds: isnt evolution a great thing?! RT @Data_Diva: We Boomers have had to adapt as well. #genychat 



peterfromottawa: that was my point @katiemcmannes #genYchat 

WriterChanelle: RT @ComeRecommended: @PixerLated Totally understand. I worked throughout high school as 
well & paid for my own car at 18. #genychat 

oppsproject: @ActiveIngreds I think each gen reflects the current state of the world when they came of age, not 
getting lazier #genychat 

ComeRecommended: RT @oppsproject: @ActiveIngreds I think each gen reflects the current state of the world when they 
came of age, not getting lazier #genychat 

Animal: @rblake Well actually now that you mention it you look like your ten years old. #genychat 

WriterChanelle: *whistles* RT @peterfromottawa: Didn't the boomers also think that they're parents were full of 
crap? #GenYChat 

rblake: Would you like to interview one of the co-host of #genychat over #geny @animal ? You seem to 
have lots of opinions about it. 

Animal: #GenYChat U guys might find this interesting http://bit.ly/9xUde7 or not 

oppsproject: boomers were raised by their depression era parents who were all about sacrifice- they didn't want 
their kids to live like that #genychat 

AvidCareerist: My parents' life view didn't work 100% for my life. Mine won't work 100% for yours. Learn to 
think, adapt, live. #genychat 

THO_R: Am I the only one not seeing @grumpyweinerdog 's tweets in Tweetchat? #genychat 

Data_Diva: @ActiveIngreds It's kept me young in spirit and mind. Kept me open and curious. #genychat 

rblake: @Animal I get that in real life - give me 10 years and it'll work to my advantage. :) #genychat 

THO_R: RT @AvidCareerist: My parents life view didnt work 100% for my life. Mine wont work 100% for 
yours. Learn to think, adapt, live. #genychat 

JimmySW: Missing #genychat tonight. Gotta get some sleep. Full day of travel tomorrow. 

Animal: @rblake I have done a number of GenY shows already. It wd have to be particularly interesting or 
my regular crew wd slaughter me #genychat 

ArrowsWithSoul: I'm not either RT @THO_R: Am I the only one not seeing @grumpyweinerdog 's tweets in 
Tweetchat? #genychat 

WriterChanelle: Cause he has opinions to share RT @AFaquir: #genychat why is @animal here? 

ActiveIngreds: @Data_Diva keeps me learning too and for me if there's not learning, I've really lost big time. 
#genychat 

PixerLated: @WriterChanelle I like the potential for the job, and the location. Plus I moved all through out my 
life... #genychat 

tomboybynature: RT @WriterChanelle: *whistles* RT @peterfromottawa: Didn't the boomers also think that they're 
parents were full of crap? #GenYChat 

Animal: @rblake If someone is job hunting like @Jon_Hyland or @AFaquir and wants to visit a meat 
grinder yes I will interview them #genychat 

ActiveIngreds: page does not exist apparently RT @ArrowsWithSoul: Im not either RT @THO_R: Am I the only 
one not seeing @grumpyweinerdog s #genychat 



WriterChanelle: Can't live much further below than ramen RT @DListRecruiter: Its knwoing how to live BELOW 
your means and not above thats all #GenYChat 

Animal: @rblake Looking younger doesn't mean you always will #genychat 

WriterChanelle: @PixerLated So you moved in the hope of getting the dream job? #genychat 

WriterChanelle: Glad to see you here! RT @ActiveIngreds: hi guys -just joining for the first time - have been 
wanting to for a long time! #genychat 

THO_R: @ActiveIngreds Oops. Meant @grumpywienerdog. My German Prof just docked my grade 
retroactively #genychat 

WriterChanelle: Alright guys...I have a special announcement! #genychat 

ActiveIngreds: aaah spelling RT @THO_R: @ActiveIngreds Oops. Meant @grumpywienerdog. My German Prof 
just docked my grade retroactively #genychat 

ActiveIngreds: @WriterChanelle thanks! #genychat 

WriterChanelle: It's been burning a hole in me all week...lol. #genychat 

peterfromottawa: PODCAST?!?!?!?!? #genYChat 

ArrowsWithSoul: @Animal wld your show b interested in a gen x man who thinks gen x's nd a wake up call? 
#genychat 

THO_R: You get a car! And You get a car! RT @WriterChanelle: Alright guys...I have a special 
announcement! #genychat 

Data_Diva: @WriterChanelle Do share :) #genychat 

PixerLated: @WriterChanelle In the dream location. Most everyone I knew ended up all over the country so.... 
#genychat 

TheKrayze1: @peterfromottawa You know, you said that last time and then just disappeared lol #genYChat 

WriterChanelle: I received a ticket from the good folks at @pivotcon good for FREE REGISTRATION (registration 
is ~$2000) #genychat 

Data_Diva: Out with it woman LOL RT @WriterChanelle: It's been burning a hole in me all week...lol. 
#genychat 

DerekStolpa: #genychat Either i'm losing my hair or it's turning gray. I can't win! 

ArrowsWithSoul: Noooo RT @WriterChanelle: I received a ticket from the good folks at @pivotcon good for FREE 
REGISTRATION (registration is ~$2000) #genychat 

ComeRecommended: Nice! RT @WriterChanelle: I received a ticket from the good folks at @pivotcon good for FREE 
REGISTRATION (registration is ~$2000) #genychat 

peterfromottawa: I tend to do that now and then @TheKrayze1... I'm between ISPs right now #GenYChat 

WriterChanelle: And I want to give it to someone here tonight. So.....if someone here would like to go to the Pivot 
Conference, please DM me #genychat 

THO_R: Congrats! RT @WriterChanelle: Received a ticket from good folks at @pivotcon good for FREE 
REGISTRATION (registration is ~$2000) #genychat 

ArrowsWithSoul: @WriterChanelle I waaaaaaaannt *sob* #genychat 



rblake: I would DM you for it, but there is NO way I'd be able to fly up there :P #genychat Good news 
though! #genychat 

Data_Diva: @WriterChanelle You can't go??? #genychat 

KatieMcManners: #genychat hey y'all new to the chat. How does geny view volunteerism/community service? 

ArrowsWithSoul: @WriterChanelle against alll odds imma ask my company now lol #genychat 

lindaatherbest: RT @AvidCareerist: My mom worked. Both of my brothers wanted their wives to be home with 
their kids. I liked that my mom worked. #genychat 

ActiveIngreds: @WriterChanelle yeah - how about you? #genychat 

peterfromottawa: aiight #GenYchat - gotsta run! good to be back! 

TheKrayze1: @KatieMcManners What do you mean? I think ti's an essential part of society. Everyone should 
volunteer their time at some point #genychat 

WriterChanelle: @ActiveIngreds @Data_Diva You don't know how badly I want to go. The bus ticket alone would 
send me into the negative $ #genychat 

Animal: @ArrowsWithSoul It's a recruiting and career show. If your issue is related to those issues maybe 
#genychat 

WriterChanelle: Doooo iiiiiitttttt RT @ArrowsWithSoul: @WriterChanelle against alll odds imma ask my company 
now lol #genychat 

THO_R: @WriterChanelle Would like to go, but you don't follow me yet, so I can't DM ;) #genychat 

WriterChanelle: Thank you all for coming tonight! As always, we appreciate you for taking the hour out of your day 
to come hang with us. #genychat 

AvidCareerist: G'night. Thanks for the chat Chanelle and the rest of you! #genychat 

ArrowsWithSoul: Hi katie. A lot of Y's I knw r active in it RT @KatieMcManners: #genychat How does geny view 
volunteerism/community service? 

ActiveIngreds: @WriterChanelle sounds like you need a sponsor! #genychat 

Data_Diva: Enjoyed the open forum ... hate I missed the beginning -- until next week #GenYChat 

ActiveIngreds: goodnight all -thanks for it all! #genychat 

WriterChanelle: I hope you learned something, or made some new connections. #genychat 

2moroDocs: @WriterChanelle @ComeRecommended Thx 4 the clarification. Glad to have been able to sit in on 
another #genychat. Interesting, as always! 

KatieMcManners: @TheKrayze1 I wonder if diff gens view volunteering differently. #genychat 

WriterChanelle: And now...a parting song. Dedicated to us GenYers who are just so darned impatient #genychat 

ComeRecommended: Great chat - night all! #genychat 

WriterChanelle: The Rolling Stones Satisfaction http://youtu.be/8_VbImuG71M #genychat 

WriterChanelle: Sure do! LOL RT @ActiveIngreds: @WriterChanelle sounds like you need a sponsor! #genychat 

WriterChanelle: @THO_R Ooooooops. #genychat 



Data_Diva: Shoot outsourced Boomers too :) RT @WriterChanelle: The Rolling Stones 
Satisfactionhttp://youtu.be/8_VbImuG71M #genychat 

ArrowsWithSoul: some ppl i knw see it as sth to do only later RT @KatieMcManners: @TheKrayze1 I wonder if diff 
gens view volunteering differently. #genychat 

TheKrayze1: @KatieMcManners It's highly probable. I think the upcoming generation would probably scorn 
volunteering #genychat 

THO_R: @WriterChanelle It's ok. Great song choice. #genychat 

ArrowsWithSoul: they r mostly Xers but not sure if it can be generalized @KatieMcManners #genychat 

WriterChanelle: @Data_Diva Odd that a song like that was written by a non-GenYer. I mean...I thought we cornered 
the market on impatience. #genychat 

WriterChanelle: @THO_R All fixed #genychat 

WriterChanelle: Yes. Quite bitter. RT @DListRecruiter: Am I? lol sorry its the beer dear :) WriterChanelle 
@DListRecruiter Why so bitter? #GenYChat 

WriterChanelle: RT @carol_phillips: #genychat A question I get a lot is whether the Recession will have a lasting 
impact on Gen Y habits and psyche. 

WriterChanelle: Quick answer: Yes. Long answer: We will believe in doing what you love because businesses aren't 
loyal @carol_phillips #genychat 

ArrowsWithSoul: ok, so by far the hottest time i've had on #genychat. loved e challenges n open forum style. thank u 
2... 

ArrowsWithSoul: @WriterChanelle @animal @dlistrecruiter @afaquir @activeingreds @KatieMcManners #genychat 

oppsproject: Awesome GenX toy: Why Strawberry Shortcake Was A Progressive Pioneer http://t.co/XBJi34o via 
@jezebel #genychat 

WriterChanelle: ding ding! RT @ActiveIngreds: big changes happen with each generation, so dont think genY is any 
different really #genychat 

WriterChanelle: @ActiveIngreds What did you mean by boiling point? What has been GenY's boiling point? 
#genychat 

WriterChanelle: @Animal They did a great job on your show. I'd love to see some of the folks in #genychat do a job 
hunter interview on your show 

WriterChanelle: @Animal Or....hear. I should say. Lol #genychat 

WriterChanelle: Innovation and technology makes it easier. RT @ActiveIngreds: do you think each gen is lazier than 
the previous one? #genychat 

DListRecruiter: Yes and make sure I am present @Animal I'd love to see some of the folks in #genychat do a job 
hunter interview on your show 

WriterChanelle: RT @ActiveIngreds: isnt evolution a great thing?! RT @Data_Diva: We Boomers have had to adapt 
as well. #genychat 

WriterChanelle: An interview with @BrazenCareerist RT @Animal: #GenYChat U guys might find this 
interestinghttp://bit.ly/9xUde7 or not 

WriterChanelle: RT @oppsproject boomers raised by depression era parents who were about sacrifice- they didn't 
want their kids 2 live like that #genychat 



WriterChanelle: We're waiting on you, homie RT @peterfromottawa: PODCAST?!?!?!?!? #genYChat 

WriterChanelle: @PixerLated What was your dream location? #genychat 

Pinestream: RT @Animal: #GenYChat U guys might find this interesting http://bit.ly/9xUde7 or not 

WriterChanelle: hehe RT @DerekStolpa: #genychat Either i'm losing my hair or it's turning gray. I can't win! 

WriterChanelle: @KatieMcManners Thanks for joining us tonight! #genychat 

PixerLated: Its NYC RT @WriterChanelle: @PixerLated What was your dream location? #genychat 

WriterChanelle: @PixerLated Ohh ok. I keep getting this urge like I need to move there, too. #genychat 

WriterChanelle: My pleasure! RT @AvidCareerist: G'night. Thanks for the chat Chanelle and the rest of you! 
#genychat 

 


